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SQL in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2000
The explosive growth of the information technology industry and the constantly
growing need to compile, store, access, and manipulate increasingly larger masses
of data have required the development of ever more sophisticated database
management tools.

Since its first incarnation in the 1970s, Structured Query Language...
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Practical RDFO'Reilly, 2003
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a structure for describing and interchanging metadata on the Web. Practical RDF explains RDF from the ground up, providing real-world examples and descriptions of how the technology is being used in applications like Mozilla, FOAF, and Chandler, as well as infrastructure...
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Hadoop Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Get your mountain of data under control with Hadoop. This guide requires no prior knowledge of the software or cloud services - just a willingness to learn the basics from this practical step-by-step tutorial.


	Overview

	
		Learn tools and techniques that let you approach big data with relish and not...
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Database Design (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2000
Database Design is the book you need to master the fundamentals of relational database design in today's ever-evolving world of database technologies.  This book takes an approach to database design to teach the reader how to reach into the inner depths of an organization to understand the business needs, data, and daily processes that will all...
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Learning SQLO'Reilly, 2005
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a standard programming  language for generating, manipulating, and retrieving information from a  relational database. If you're working with a relational database--whether  you're writing applications, performing administrative tasks, or generating  reports--you need to know how to interact...
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Pro XML Development with Java TechnologyApress, 2006
Pro XML Development with Java Technology has been written to help you, the professional Java developer who needs a practical hands-on guide to marrying these technologies together effectively. There are a lot of books out there, but none really explore the combination deeply, and they are largely theoretical. The main objective here was...
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EJB 2.0 Development With Websphere Studio Application Developer (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2003
This IBM® Redbook provides detailed information on how to effectively use WebSphere® Studio Application Developer for the development of applications based on the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) architecture, and deployment of such applications to a WebSphere Application Server.

Throughout the book, we provide examples based on a...
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Data Mining in Finance: Advances in Relational and Hybrid MethodsSpringer, 2000

	Data Mining in Finance presents a comprehensive overview of major algorithmic approaches to predictive data mining, including statistical, neural networks, ruled-based, decision-tree, and fuzzy-logic methods, and then examines the suitability of these approaches to financial data mining. The book focuses specifically on relational data mining...
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Pro SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	At its core, the process of designing reports hasn’t changed substantially in the past 20 years. The report designer lays out report objects, which contain data from a known source of data, in a design application such as Reporting Services, Business Objects Reports, or Microsoft Access. He or she then tests report execution,...
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Pro LINQ Object Relational Mapping in C# 2008Apress, 2008
It is nearly impossible today to write enterprise software without the use of one or more relational databases. Granted, there are cases when the data is transient and not stored in a database, but for the most part, software needs to consume and manipulate data in a database. It sounds easy, but there are hundreds of ways to connect software...
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Beginning T-SQLApress, 2014

	Beginning T-SQL is a performance-oriented introduction to the T-SQL language underlying the Microsoft SQL Server database engine. T-SQL is essential in writing SQL statements to get data into and out of a database. T-SQL is the foundation for business logic embedded in the database in the form of stored procedures and functions....
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The Definitive Guide to db4oApress, 2006
To satisfy the demand for 24/7 information access, applications available in airport and conference kiosks, and in the mobile, gaming, and medical industries, provide consumers data access wherever they are. But it's essential that fast availability not be traded for quality performance.

A prominent solution for managing the data in...
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